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A PROOF OF THE CALDERON EXTENSION THEOREM 

BY 

J. MARSDEN(I) 

In this note we outline a proof of the Calderon extension theorem by a technique 
similar to that for the Whitney extension theorem. For classical proofs, see 
Calderon [2] and Morrey [4]. See also Palais [6, p. 170]. Our purpose is thus to 
give a more unified proof of the theorem in the various cases. In addition, the 
proof ap.plies to the Holder spaces Ck+CI

, which was used in [3], and applies to 
regions satisfying the "cone condition" of Calderon. 

Let M be a compact Coo manifold with Coo boundary embedded as an open sub· 
manifold of a compact manifold M. Let '1T':E~M be a vector bundle and let 
L:(l7), L:{l7 ~ M) be the usual Sobolev spaces and Hk=L:. See [2], [5],or [6] for 
the definitions. Here, ~ denotes restriction. We prove the following for H' (s~O 
an integer), but a similar proof also holds for L:, and Ck+lZ

, 0~1X~1. 

THEOREM. There exists a continuous linear map 

T:H8(17 ~ M) ~ H'(l7 

such that T(f) r M=ffor fE H'(l7 ~ M}. 

In particular, this implies 

HIt(l7 ~ M) = H'(l7) t M. 

We begin by reducing to the local case: 

LEMMA 1. It suffices, for the theorem to define a linear map T:CH.I~C~. where 
C;;={the smooth real functions defined on {x=(xt, ... , xn) E fRn :xn~o} and with 
support in the ball of radius I} and C: is the class C' functions f: fR n~1R with 
support in the ball of radius 1; such that there is a constant M with IITflls:5:MII/II, 
and such that Tfis an extension off. 

Proof. Let (UI , 4>1), •.. , (UN' rpN) be a covering of M u aM by charts in !Vi 
such that tPi: Ui~rR n; if Ut n aM ~ 521 then 

and 

cp;(Uj noM) c {x:xn = O} 
cpiUi n M) c {x:x

no 
~ O} 
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and assume that the Ui are also bases for vector bundle charts of 11'. Let gl, ... ,gN 
be a subordinate partition of unity for this cover. Define T{ on C aJ real functions 
on Ui (') M with support in Ui (') M by 

~(h) = T(h 0 cP-;l) 0 cPi 

where T is the map given by the lemma. Extend this to sections of E with support 
in Ui n Mby 

~(hl' ... , hm) = (~(hl)' ... , Yt(h m» 
where hh ... ,hm are coordinates for h. Define T by 

N 

TI = 2, gi1;(/) 
i=1 

for fa C aJ section. Using these charts to compute the H8 norm and the fact that 
the derivatives of gi are bounded, we see that 

II Tills ~ C 1I/IIs 
for a constant C. It is also clear that Tfis an extension off Since the C aJ sections 
are dense in HS('TT) , T has a unique continuous linear extension to JP(11' ~ M). 
Since s~O, Tfis an extension of ffor all fE HS(11' ~ M), for /n-+-f in H/J implies 
L2 convergence. Q.E.D. 

To construct a Twith the properties in Lemma 1, we proceed as follows. First, ~ 
construct closed cubes Ki as in the Whitney extension theorem (Abraham-Robbin 
[1, Appendix AD and a corresponding partition of unity cPs. Let K; be the reflection 
of Ki in the hyperplane xn=o. 

Let xi E Ki and for f C aJ with support in the unit ball and defined for xn <0, let 
j; denote the ith derivative and let 

where 

and 

h.; = It;-li.; 

Ii.J = _1_( f f"i(X)2 dX)1/2 
p(K;) Jj{J 

where fi, f"i are the positive and negative parts of j; (as a matrix, or partial 
derivatives), and p(K;) is the measure of Kj • 

Then let (Cf. [Abraham-Robbin, Formula 42]) 

Iii i P(Xj, Y) = 2, -:- (Y-x j ) • 
{=o l [ 

Now J';.j =j;(x;. i) for some X;.i E Xi by the mean value property of integrals. (More 
precisely, X;.i may depend on the partial derivatives and not just the total 
derivative.) 
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LEMMA 2. The function 

F(y) = (ICY) if yn ~ ° 
~ cfoly)P(xi , y) 

j 

is of class CB and is an extension of J (the sum having N terms Jor N fixed). 
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The proof of this follows in exactly the same way as the corresponding result 
in the Whitney extension theorem. (Note that we still retain the basic property 3.5 
(uniformly in the x~.J) of Abraham-Robbin, and this is all that is required for the 
lemma). 

Clearly the association 

Tf=F 

is also linear. It remains only to prove this: 

LEMMA 3. There is a constant M so that 

II TIlls ~ M 11/118' 

Proof. Since TJ has support in the unit sphere, there is a constant Mo so that 
if y E K;, 

I F(y) I ~ Mo IIfll:I.u(KJ) 

where IIfll! is the HB norm ofJrestricted to [(1' Here we use these facts: (i) the sum 
over j contains at most N terms for N fixed; (ii) there is a constant P so that if 
Kk intersects Ki , P,(Ki)~Pp,(Kk) and p,(K;) ~P-lp,(KJ, and, (iii) 

Ihil ~ 11/1I:1p,(Kj ), i = 0, ... , s 

and all the polynomial terms P are uniformly bounded for x,y in the unit ball. 
In a similar way the derivatives Fi(y) satisfy 

fFi(Y) I ~ M1 Ilfll!/,u(K i ), 

for y E KJ• Thus if M2 = max (Mo , M 1), 

co 

i = 0, ... , s 

IIFlla ~ IIflla + 2: [Mil 1I/11!/p,(K;)]p,(Ks) 
i=1 

the sum being over those Ks meeting the unit ball. But 

co 

211fll! = 1I/11s 
S-l 

so that 

IIFlls ~ M Ilfll, 
where M=1+M2• Q.E.D. 

REMARK. The Whitney extension map (constructed in [1]) is continuous in the 
CS norm, but not the H S norm. 
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